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NEW JERSEY STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

December 6, 1956

Moresque Selected for 'Crystal Whirl'

IFS Opens Dance To Entire Student Body

Events are happening fast at Newark State, so fast that they are carrying off the student body in a whirl - "The Crystal Whirl". The annual Christmas formal sponsored by the Inter-Fraternity Sorority Council will be held at the Moresque in West Orange on Thursday evening, December 27. Joe Rufalo and his Orchestra will supply the music.

Dinner will be served from 7:30 until 10:00 o'clock in the evening. Sandwiches and beverages will be available after that, until 1:00 a.m. There is a two dollar minimum per couple.

Since this is the first time that the affair is being opened to the entire college, Bonnie Herman, chairman, has requested that anyone planning to attend buy his bid as soon as possible. There is a limited number available on sale at the door of the Tudor Room.

In the past, the dance has been held only for members of the social and honorary fraternities and sororities.

The sponsors include members of Alpha Theta Pi, Epsilon Pi Tau, Delta Sigma Pi, Kappa Delta Pi, Neu Theta Chi, New Sigma Tau, Neu Sigma Chi, Omega Phi Pi, Pi Sigma Sigma, Kappa Delta Phi, and Sigma Theta Chi.

Curriculum News:

Senior KP's Experience Correlated Curriculum

This year, for the first time, the seniors in the kindergarten-primary Curriculum are experiencing a correlated curriculun. Mrs. Edna Salt and Mr. George Stager are working together incorporating the kindergarten-primary Curriculum Courses with Social Studies. As a result, students are getting first hand experience in curriculum procedures, and the geography of Newark and the surrounding vicinity.

Time has been set aside on Wednesday mornings for the girls to take various trips in the immediate area of the college. The trips have included the Erie Freight Station, the Astor Peanut Factory, the New Jersey Historical Museum, The Post Office, the Fire House on Summer Avenue, Eso Standard Oil Refinery in Bayway, and a tour of the college, from the boiler-room to the tower.

Learning has not been confined only to the students, but to the professors, Mrs. Salt and Mr. Stager as well.

A discussion period follows each trip wherein the students discuss the values of it for children, organization and planning procedures.

Both students and instructors agree that this is a most valuable and interesting way of learning and are looking forward to further attempts at correlated programs.
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Kappa Delta Pi Initiates At Military Park Hotel

The Military Park Hotel in Newark was the scene of the annual initiation banquet of Delta Rho Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi on Monday, December 21.

Today, the committee placed a donation box in the hall on the first floor asking the entire student body and faculty members to help make Christmas merrier for the disabled children and adults who will remain in the hospital during the holidays.

Members of the group will visit the hospital, on Park Avenue, Newark. With the youngsters of the hospital, they will decorate the wards and windows with Christmas trees and holiday favors. After decorating the three children's wards, there will be a Christmas party with Santa Claus, gifts, and refreshments. Before leaving, the sophomores will sing Christmas carols.

Nancy Schron, chairman, asks that any sophomores who are not on the committee to come on Friday to help decorate and have a good time. "It will be a nice way to start your holiday!" Members of the committee are: Ann Arquendo, Ann Geros, Lauriel Wiolotsky, Irene Sanders, Chuck Scheela, Judy Thompson, Marlon Tankiew, Rosemary Lattisew, Anita Marshall, Kae Thompson, Maxine Fitch, Mary Jane Feinberg, Mary Jane Piers, Pat Garrett, Florence Bertoldo, Sandy Quartino, Mary Ann Caruso, and Joan Gallagher.
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Today, everything is progressive and modern. Every phase of life has adapted a very familiar slogan—"Live modern" (Thank you, you sweet cigarette manufacturer). Even education has changed. And, if some radical people were to have a fling at education now, they’d be wiser than the latest jet.

Compare today’s education with that of yesteryear. (You can find out all you want to know by asking your mother.) There, in the front room of a raised platform (thereby preventing her to escape some of the spitballs), sat a strict, sour-faced school ma’am. She was employed for one reason only, and that was to make sure the boys wouldn’t talk. The three R’s were as well-known to the child as was the trash switch if he didn’t learn his names. The only time that a poor child could dare to open his mouth was when—and if—he was given permission to speak.

Today, although the three R’s are still a part of a child’s education, his personal needs are considered to a great degree. Each child is unique; every child reaches his stage of readiness at a different time; every child has a different amount of the basic needs within him— as was not the case in Education in Elizabeth in 1955. During her high school days, she worked the G.E. curriculum. She started her career on the REFLECTOR as a news reporter and was elected Associate Editor at the end of last year. This year she will be practice Editor-in-Chief. In her junior year she was Feature Editor, and this year she is Editor-in-Chief.

Loretta’s career with the REFLECTOR is a long one. She spent her freshman year as a reporter and practice Feature Editor, sophomore year she became Associate Editor and practice Editor-in-Chief, in her junior year she was Feature Editor, and this year she is Editor-in-Chief.

This year, Loretta attended the A.C.P. convention which was held in Ohio. Commenting on this, she said, "Whenever I return from this gathering, I only regret that more people could not have attended. It’s most interesting to learn about the ways other colleges and universities run their publications. One outstanding fact is that many of the editors are paid on a basis similar to our work scholarships."

Maxine Feinberg, Associate Editor, is a sophomore majoring in the G.E. curriculum. She started her career on the REFLECTOR as a photo editor. Since she is a junior, Rose will go out on practice this year. She can hardly wait until it is go time.

The teacher will still play a prominent part in the classroom. No one will mistake her role too soon, nor will it be recognized? What will happen if it gets this far? Will all children then be like? Let us look into the crystal ball.

The child will be first and foremost; he will be an active, human being. He will learn only what he wishes when it will. It will be all-important to have a well-rounded, happy child in the classroom. No one will mistake her role (no trouble will be made, that is, at least) for that of the days when the demands for a child’s education were met through the rule of the baton. It is passed? What will our schools then be like?..."

The field of education will eventually reach a point of near perfection. But what will happen if the child is forced to write, to think, to do, if he lands a punch, you may get a black eye."

If he cries, his tears will stain the paper. Result—if the child is too closely supervised, he may become inhibited (oh, horrors!) as was the hazel switch if he didn’t learn his lessons. The only time that a poor child could dare to open his mouth was when—and if—he was given permission to speak."

Reflector’s motto—"Live modern" (Thank you, you sweet cigarette manufacturer). Even education as it was then is vastly different from the one as we know it now. Still, there are some things in education that are almost the same. For instance, the sound of a bell..."
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Recent Events of The Week

NCTC WALKS (Continued from Page 2)
No, I have to race from English (Room 33) to Gym (basement) to history (Room 35) to lunch (I'm so tired that I can hardly make it to the lunchrooms--but I manage) to bio (Room 23) to my locker (basement again).

Here's another thing to mention about the extra-curricular activities. When I see Joan across the hall and something sparkling on her left hand, I have to race the length of the hall to talk to her.

(The sparkling thing was her new pearlized nail polish.) And when paint and was incorrectly painting--himself!--I can't refuse. Result: more steps and more weight. Plus those little jaunts out of the classroom for a cigarette.

Steps, steps, and more STEPS!!

They should bring recruits in for these here ten miles hikes, because they couldn't find a tougher course to take them on. By the time the day is over, I've got 'hiking feet' and 'foot blisters'.

Come to think of it, as the students pass from class to class, the sound of a Sosua march should accompany them. Would be appropriate, wouldn't it?

The Group
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Maria Fraga, co-sports Editor on the Reflecto, is a member of the baseball and basketball teams. He served three years in the Army, from 1952 to 1954.

During his three years here, he has been a member of the baseball, basketball, Sigma Theta Chi, and this year is President of the Men's Guild.

Bob was Sports Editor of the Reflecto last year. However, he decided that the page needed a woman's sports. So this year he has a co-editor. But he still works as hard as ever.

SG Considers Football Team

Among the current considerations of the Newark State Student Council are the initiation of a football team. In addition, revision of the constitution and the election of students to carry out the responsibilities of the organization.

Nick Polinemi, freshman, presented the pros and cons of having a football team at Newark State. He told the representatives what work had been done thus far for a team. The student body must decide if it wants and will support football team.

This was unanimously approved to have discussions of the football issue go to the sections for a vote to be taken in the near future.

Emilia Kaczorowski reported on the progress of the constitution revision committee. She read part of the proposed motion of a freshman elected vice-president of Student Council. The report included other rules for amending the constitution. The proposed amendment will be publicized.

Among those students elected for positions for the Student Council are: 

For President: 

Sloane Wilson, Freshman

For Vice-President: 

Joan Carbon, Senior

For Secretary: 

Glennys Grenda '58, Freshman

For Treasurer:

Lillian Sher, Junior

For Student Body Representatives: 

Maria Fraga, Freshman

Although the Reflecto does take up much of her time, Miss Kane has been working closely with the NEWARK EVENING NEWS and the majority of Newspapers in Essex County.

At the present time the cities of Montclair, Livingston, and the Oranges, and Bloomfield are having athletic directors. With the coming move to Union the plan is to remain in close rapport with the aforementioned newspapers with the major concentration of publicity going to Newark.

Miss Kane plans to continue contact with many of the Essex County papers and keep the publicity on relations of the school in touch with as many papers as possible.

Monmouth, Ocean and Middlesex Counties can expect to hear a lot about our new campus. The aim is to establish communications with as many communities as possible.

Enough about the job itself. Here is a bit of Miss Kane's career as it relates to her present appointment.

Miss Kane is president of the Council of Public Relations for the six colleges in the Newark area which is the group that she has founded four years ago to promote understanding and cooperation among the six state teachers colleges so that they could present a uniform front in dealing with something sparkles on Maria's Bio.

Miss Kane also works with Dr. Benjamin Fine, education editor for the NEW YORK TIMES. Quite a few of her articles about NCTC have appeared on the educational pages of that journal.

Works With Sloane Wilson

She also works closely with Sloane Wilson, author of "The Man in the Grey Flannel Suit," new education editor of the NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE.

As a member of the Metropolitan Public Relations Council, she recently attended a meeting at the New York City Chemist Club in honor of Sloane Wilson.

It was a busy two days, but it was evident that she was destined to become active in public activity. As a high school Teacher, Miss Kane was the editor of her high school paper. Miss Kane was also a member of the Columbia Scholastic Press at that time.
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Black Knights Open
Drop Tilts to Sailors and Indians; Score Thrilling Victory Over Cooper Union

by Charlie Scheels and Frank Brockman

Newark State Teachers took it on the chin at the powerful and able hands of Montclair State Teachers College, Newark started great with a 4 to 0 lead, but the trend was reversed after that and Montclair scored heavily the rest of the way. Most of the game was not loaded although in typical N.S.T.C. style, the team played well and was actually in close contact with the game. Newark just could not overcome this handicap although they were not put to shame under the boards.

For Montclair, Temnaro set a game scoring record by boosting the old record of 44 to 72 in win over Cooper Union.

The game was a "hip-and-luck" affair all the way and both teams did credit to their respective causes. There was less than good great basketball with Campbell and Chiles controlling the backboards. The shooting of Kobik was terrific; Cooper Union could not stop his fabulous jump shots. The individual scoring showed Campbell with 19 and Kobik and Downes with 17 apiece. Although these players led the way, it was really a team victory and one that the school can be proud of.

If the game played against Cooper Union is representative of the type of play that will follow the rest of the year, this school has nothing to worry about as far as basketball is concerned.
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